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Introduction by Mr. Yoshiro Tamura

In trying to secure some one to tell us about Soka Gakkai,^ 

we discovered that members of Soka Gakkai do not，as a matter 

of principle, talk about or give addresses concerning their faith. 

They are willing to preach or endeavor to convert, that is, shaku- 

buktifi you in order to make you a follower of their laith, but 

they are not interested in merely talking about their faith. This 

is the condition on which the Reverend Takuya Kudo/' who is a 

member of Soka Gakkai and a priest of the Nichiren Sho Sect, 

has consented to be here today. I am sure that under these cir

cumstances you will get a very clear idea of what Soka Gakkai 

stands for.

There are many things that I would like to say today, but 

the allotted time will permit me to discuss only a very few 

of them. At the outset, however，I would wish to make it 

clear that in speaking to you I do not represent the Soka 

Gakkai or the Nichiren Sho Sect. On the contrary，I speak 

only as one who is a sincere follower of the Great Saint 

Nichiren (1222— 1282).*

I am a believer of Soka Gakkai and a priest of the Nichiren 

Sho Sect. Eight years ago，because of deep suffering, I thought
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that death was the only solution and so contemplated suicide. 

However, on the third day I experienced salvation and today 

I am filled with a very great joy because a follower of Soka 

Gakkai converted me to his faith. I did not understand the 

theory but, as one who contemplated death, I underwent an 

unforgettable experience.

The Soka Gakkai faith consists in earnestly believing and 

practicing the teaching of the Great Saint Nichiren. Therefore, 

it is absolutely necessary that all members of Soka Gakkai 

clearly understand his teaching, the essence of which concerns 

the daily life—past, present, and future一 of all human beings. 

This teaching gives absolute and complete happiness to all 

human beings.

Sometimes religion is regarded by some people as morals or 

as a kind of ethical training, spiritual entertainment, a tran

quilizer, or even a hobby. In the case of the Great Saint 

Nichiren, however, this was not the case. lie emphasized that 

religion should permeate one’s daily life, that religion is life. 

He contended that not any of several, but only one religion, 

that is, his own, was true. He said that there was only out* 

truth, and that all other religions caused unhappiness in the 

world.

Seven hundred years ago, when the ureat Saint Nichiren 

lived, he attacked all the established religions, such as Zen，" 

Shingon,6 and the sects that invoke the name of Amida,c as 

injurious to the welfare of the nation. He said that Zen was 

a spiritual devil, Shingon a teaching that would destroy the 

nation, ancl that calling upon the name of Amida would bring 
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people to the bottomless hell. He said that the Ritsufl Sect， 

was an enemy of the nation. All these evil religions, he said, 

were the cause of the misfortunes of Japan. This may give 

you an impression of being very one-sided; but such is not 

the case. It is in accord with reason. His faith is the very 

best. All others are error.

The Great Saint Nichiren used various yardsticks to prove 

that his teachings were true. For example, one yardstick is 

literary evidence (monshdy f another is theoretical evidence 

(rishdy , and a third is actual evidence (genshdy1. Other 

kinds of yardsticks are the five categories (^gokdy, the five-fold 

relations Cgoju-sdtai' ) a n d  the four-fold selection ancl rejection 

{shiju-kohaiy. Using these yardsticks he established that his 

own faith was the best and that all others were inferior.

Most Buddhists in present 'day Japan have lost sight of these 

yardsticks. Some of them look at religious matters from an 

academic standpoint. Some deal with them from the stand

point of popular psychology. Moreover, they say that it is not 

necessary to attack other religions. They claim that each one 

may have its own truth, and that we should not attack others.

This attitude arises from ignorance. Sakyamuni Budclha, the 

founder of Buddhism, himself said that there was only one 

Buddha-vehicle by which the people could be saved. This is 

the attitude of the believers of Soka Gakkai and Nichiren Sho 

Sect; and this is the reason why the Nichiren Sho Sect and 

Soka Gakkai are so persistent in insisting that there is only 

one truth, and that their faith is the truth based on the words 

of Sakyamuni Buddha himself. This is the faith of the members 
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of these organizations and the priests of the Nichiren Sho Sect 

believe that it is their duty to deepen this faith in the members.

The teaching of the Great Saint Nichiren is centered in the 

object of worship {honzon)a which has wonderful power. The 

object of worship is the foundation of our faith. One of the 

Great Saint Nichiren，s followers, Saint Nichikan^ (1765一 1726) 

said that for all who worshipped this object, every wish would 

be fulfilled, all sins would be forgiven, every kind of happiness 

would be attained, and any knowledge that a follower might 

desire would be revealed. This object of worship gives such 

power ancl strength to the followers through the chanting of 

the Sacred Title, '' Adoration to the Scripture of the Lotus of 

the Perfect Truth ” {Ncnnu Mydhd.renge.kyd)c •

The Great Saint Nicniren held that this object was to be 

worshipped not only in Japan but eventually throughout the 

world. In one of his writings he said that this object was 

destined to be worshipped in the entire world. Thus，the time 

will come when the entire world will join in the chanting 

Namu Mydhdヴenge kyd，ancl that time is indicated by the ex

pression proclamation and perpetuation (kosen rufud ).

Soka Gakkai is an organization of laymen which belongs tu 

the Nicniren Sho Sect and tries to uphold and practice the 

teaching of the Great Saint Nichiren. It aims to achieve the 

ideal of spreading his teaching throughout the world in order 

to promote the happiness of all mankind.

Thus far I have spoken only of my own experience, but 1
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am only one priest. There are many followers who were once 

on the brink of death and were saved by the teaching of Soka 

Gakkai. There are many people who have been declared by 

physicians to be hopeless cases, but have been saved by chanting 

Namu Mydhd-renge^kyd.

If I had not been so fortunate as to have had a friend who 

sought to convert me QshakubuktC) I would have died long ago. 

Now that I have been saved, I am so grateful that I live on 

day by day with absolute confidence. I am full of zeal in 

order to share my experience with those who do not know 

this life.

The Great Saint Nichiren said that those people who do not 

believe in his teaching ancl do not believe in the Lotus Sutra " 

will lose their Buddha-nature forever. They will be reborn in 

hell when they die. I am convinced that this is true. Hell 

does not mean a separate or different physical existence. It 

means a state in which this physical body feels pain ancl is 

subject to suffering. In Christianity people speak of heaven 

and in Buddhism some sects speak of becoming Buddha or of 

rebirth in the land of bliss. This may be taken as a very re

presentative expression for attaining absolute peace. We can 

prove this through the three evidences mentioned above，but 

now I shall try to prove it through actual evidence (gensho).

The Great Saint 丄、ichiren on many occasions mentioned the 

beneficial effects of chanting Namu Mydhd-renge-kyo, Any 

faithful follower of his teaching, who chants this sacred formula 

sincerely at the time of death, will show signs of having been

* Hokc-kyd 法華経 . This is a shortened form of Mydho-reuge-kyd 妙法連孽 
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saved. For instance, if such a person has a very dark skin 

and a bad complexion, his skin will become white and beautiful. 

The weight of his body will become very light like cotton. 

The substance of his body will become very soft. But those 

who believe in evil religions will show an opposite condition. 

The color of the face will become dark and ugly, and the body 

will be very stiff. This is a phenomenon which medical science 

cannot satisfactorily explain.

I speak from my own experience. When a dead person shows 

a change of color and his body stiffens，he shows that he has 

suffered before death. This is concrete evidence that the faith, 

which such a person held during his lifetime, was evil ancl not 

the true religion. Contrariwise, when a person dies very peace

fully and has an expression similar to that of a Buddhist statue, 

this shows that during his lifetime he must have held the true 

faith. I have seen hundreds of dead persons and there has not 

been a single exception to this rule. The greater my ex

perience has been，the deeper my respect for the words of the 

Great Saint Nichiren has become.

The Great Saint Nichiren also said that if you want to under

stand the cause of something in the present you should look 

into the past. If you want to know what the outcome in the 

future will be，look at the present. Thus, the condition of a 

dying person is a good yardstick to his future life. That is, 

if a person dies very peacefully, then it is evident that he will 

enjoy a blissful life in the future world.

The Great Saint Nichiren covered everything even up to the 

moment of a person's death. There are many families whose 

ancestors or present members have not known the existence
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of this teaching. Some of them，when they die, reveal a very 

pitiable condition. But when a member of the family is con

verted to Soka Gakkai, then witinn two or three hours the 

stiff body of a dead person becomes very soft.

I am speaking from personal experience. There are many 

cases of such changes occurring even when people have been 

dead a long time [but before cremation Ed.]. In view of the 

fact that such changes can be brought about in dead bodies, 

how much more remarkable phenomena can be brought about 

in the case of the living who are converted to the faith !

Now, returning to a more fundamental point, although Sa

kyamuni Buddha preached for many years and taught all kinds 

of doctrines, he nevertheless held that the Lotus Sutra was the 

highest scripture and that it revealed the highest truth. How

ever, in Soka Gakkai, Sakyamuni Budclha is not the object of 

worship. Sakyamuni Budclha is not the Buddha of this present 

age. Sakyamuni Buddha predicted that in the Latter Days,* 

after a lapse of 2,000 years, his teachings, even the Lotus Sutra, 

would loose their effectiveness, and that when that time came 

a bodhisattva by the name of Jogyo^ would appear in a country 

to the east of India.

This eastern country can be none other than Japan, and this 

bodhisattva predicted by Sakyamuni Buddha can be none other 

than the Great Saint Nichiren. Therefore, Soka Gakkai and 

the Nichiren Sho Sect regards Sakyamuni Buddha as the 〃 trace 

Buddha ” ( shakn-butsu )h and the Great Saint Nichiren as their 

real object of worship. Although bodhisattva means ” a person 
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who is on the way to becoming a Buddha，，，the Great Saint 

Nicmren, who is Jogyo Bosatsu，* that is，the savior of the Latter 

Days，is regarded in substance as the ” original or true Budclha 

Qhorirbutsua)• This is the most fundamental point in our doc

trine.

As you no doubt know，there are a great many religious 

groups in Japan whose followers chant the same formula as 

we clo, so the question may arise in your mind as to which 

is the true sect. There are two yardsticks by which we can 

pass judgement on this matter. One is the difference in the 

object of worship. In other Nichiren sects the spirit of some 

animal, such as a snake or dragon, is revered as the object of 

worship. Another difference is in the treatment of Sakyamuni 

Buddha. Most of the other groups regard mm as their real 

object of worship. Soka Gakkai, however, considers the Great 

Saint Nichiren to be the real spiritual object of worship. Con

sequently, it can be concluded that the Nichiren Sho faith is 

a religion which gives the most truthful teaching and can 

secure happiness for all human beings.

It was seven hundred years ago that Saint Nichiren 

chanted the sacred formula，Namu Myohd-renge-kyd, so you 

may well ask，if this teaching is so truthful and can provide 

such happiness，why it did not spread more rapidly. But there 

are many factors involved here. Actually it could not spread 

quickly because the time had not come for it to do so. But 

now is the ideal time for spreading this teaching. This is 

symbolized m the expression proclamation and perpetuation ” 

(kosen rufu)b•
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The Great Saint Nichiren admonished his followers to wait 

for the proper time ; and that time has now come with the 

appearance of Soka Gakkai in this present era. This was 

predicted by the Great Saint Nichiren and is evident in the 

phenomenal growth of the organization.

It was in 1937 that the first president, Tsunesaburo Maki- 

gUchirt (1871— 1944), established the Value-Creation Education 

Institute ” ( MSoka Kyoiku Gakkai ” and began propagating 

his ideas. But in 1943, when it began to spread, the Japanese 

government, which spiritually has supported traditional Shinto, 

persecuted the group and Makiguchi and his associate, Mr. 

Josei Todac(1900—1958), were put in prison.

Unfortunately, Makiguchi died in prison. So at the end of 

hostilities, when Toda was released, he courageously under

took to propagate the teachings alone by appealing to the people 

to awaken spiritually after defeat and to follow the teaching 

of the Great Saint Nichiren.

Mr. Toda re-organized the members in 1946，ancl in 1951， 

when he was appointed the second president, he inaugurated a 

program of advance by means of forced conversion {shaku- 

bukti). When he assumed office Mr. Toda said that during 

his life-time he would win 750,000 households and give them 

spiritual salvation. This prediction was fulfilled in approximate

ly seven years.

At present Soka Gakkai adherents number about 1.5 million 

households. Of this total, some 50,000 are young people who 

have their own special division. These young people are 

engaged in studying Buddhist philosophy, Christianity, and
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various social sciences as a means of spreading their faith 

throughout the world.

Mr. Toda died in April, 1958，and this year (1960) Mr. 

Daisaku Ikeda^ became the third president. Many people一 

non-believers一 predicted that Soka Gakkai would diminish in 

strength and die after the death of Mr. Toda. But this prediction 

has been proven false, because Soka Gakkai is a faith founded on 

truth, on faith itself, and not on an individual. Emphasis is 

placed on the depth of the faith of each individual believer ancl 

not on the teacher-pupil, master-disciple relationship, or even 

a horizontal relationship between the members. The members 

are all controlled by one standard, the same laith. The depth 

of faith plays an important role in this organization. Not much 

importance is attached to individual personalities, rhe solidarity 

of the group is maintained and strengthened by making depth 

of faith central. As Ion只 as there is genuine faith Soka Gak

kai will live foreover.

That this is actually the case can be shown by concrete 

evidence ; the result of our conversion efforts, which have been 

fully published in the organ newspaper, ^eikyd ShimbmiP 

since the installation of the third president last May, pheno

menal growth has been achieved. In the month Mr. Ikecla 

assumed office and during June and July approximately 35,000 

household were added each month. In August, however, 65,000 

new households embraced the laith. This was the result oi 

one months effort, and is an unprecedented figure. Thus it 

can be seen that Soka Gakkai is growing and the followers 

are spreading the teaching at the risk of their lives.
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DISCUSSION

Q. In regard to the method of counting by households in

stead of individuals，does this mean that in each case all 

members of a family are believers ?

A. Not all the members of each household are believers. In 

some cases the wife is a believer and the husband is opposed. 

However, the group counts all the members of each house

hold as believers even though only one member is a real 

believer. There may be as many as 5 million individual 

believers. We do not know. The person who brings faith 

into the family may be the wife，husband，or even a child.

Q. Is a new believer responsible for converting the rest of the 

family ?

A. It is not an obligation or responsibility in the strict sense 

of the term. The followers come to know that others are 

ignorant of the true religion and it follows that they will 

want to share their newly won happiness，their faith，with 

those who are ignorant. So efforts to convert develop 

naturally.

Q. What are your aaiiy obligations ? What are the moral 

teachings for everyday living ?

A. A person who wishes to become a believer must go to a Ni

chiren Sho temple for a ceremony much as a Christian must 

accept baptism. He is then a member and receives a copy 

of the object of worship, the honzon, which he enshrines in 

the family altar. Morning and evening he chants the sacred 

formula before this altar and offers prayers for whatever he 

wishes for his daily life. That is the only change that oc
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curs.

Q. What is the object of worship, the honzont like ?

A. The object of worship is not a statue or image. It is marie 

of paper, but what is written on it is not for publication.

Q. Do the members of Soka Gakkai also belong to the Nichi

ren Sh<3 Sect ?

A. No, there are some members of Soka Gakkai that are not 

members of the Nichiren Sho Sect and, since Nichiren Shd 

Sect is very old, there are some members of that faith that 

are not members of Soka Gakkai, which is a new organiza

tion. However, many members of the sect are coming into 

Soka Gakkai because they admire the deep faith ancl en

thusiasm of the organization. In the near future Soka Gakkai 

will publish a book in English which explains its true 

doctrines.


